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About This Game

No matter if you are a mahjong master or a beginner, this game will be your best choice!
Creative design of solid 3D mahjong levels, simple game rules, suitable for everyone!

It’s transformed from the traditional matching game and brings relaxing experience to players in 3D way.
Be the master and pair all the cubes to eliminate them on over 60+ levels!

Game features:

- VR and non VR mode. It mean's everybody can play with this game! The non VR mode control is keyboard and mouse
- Classic and 3D style levels.

- Optionally you can use both controller at the same time to remove tiles.
- Rotate, move and zoom the board.

- Teleport around the board to find the best angle.
- It’s a simple puzzle game which is suitable for any age groups.

- Auto hint and shuffle function, in case if you'd get stuck ��

How to play:

Choose two identical mahjong tiles to pair and remove, which can only be done, if their left or right side is unblocked (no
neighbour).

You can use your controllers to zoom in, zoom out or rotate and move the objects. The board will automatically reshuffle if
there are no tiles to be paired.
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After you remove all mahjong tiles the level is complete.
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Title: 3D Mahjong worlds
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
PixelBrain Studio
Publisher:
PixelBrain Studio
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or Windows 10

Processor: Intel® Atom X5 1.4Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

Storage: 900 MB available space

Additional Notes: This is the minimum configuration for normal desktop non VR mode

English
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This game is amazing and it really taps you into nonstop terror! Congrats guys! This is my favorite horror game! I hope to see
more games in the future by you guys to see what else you can create! I would Really recomend getting this game!. sucked so
much could nut ♥♥♥♥ childrens not good -10/10 bad made me want to comit. Prepare to get handholded to the end of the
game. Working with this engine has been an absolute pleasure. Steam has only recorded a fraction of the time I have spent with
the engine - I've easily sunk a couple hundred hours into this engine.

Pros:
**Clean interface, that's easy on the eyes.
**Built-in Code editor\/Compiler that's easy to work with.
**Great Engine developers that actively listen and work to keep the engine moving forward with bug patches, feature updates
and promotions.
**Don't need to pay any royalties if you release your game commercially.
**Huge library of "nodes" (elements of your game) that make development much easier.
**Very powerful 2D engine that is capable of creating any 2D game you can think up.
**Open-Source Engine
**Multi-platform support (PC, Mac, Linux, Console, Blackberry ect)

Cons:
==You have to learn GDScript (which is very similar to python)
==The 3D engine is a bit lacking in some areas. (still very capable for most indie projects and there are often workarounds)

Notes:
As of this post the engine developers are actively working on a new 3D component. From what I have read so far, the new 3D
component will feature a more modern OpenGL renderer with Physically based shading. This is excellent news in my opinion
that's worth mentioning - because it shows that the guys behind godot are pushing the engine where the community wants it to
go.

Overall, an excellent engine I'd easily recommend.
. once upon time there are many rich kids.. loves game.. then they pay to famous and passion of nerd gaming on 1 game.. and i
was addictict too... love this.. but it just like drugs in the end for e=sport players.. lmao gamer be gamer... e-sport? WTF
ahahahaha
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First time in space, who said it will be easy?! xD Of course it's not perfect, but i still love it, wish they create part 2 cause real
space walk is a far away dream.... Driftmoon was a very charming game. The interaction between the vast amount of characters
was very engaging and would often impact what was happening in your game. The combat in Driftmoon isn't anything to be
amazed about however this was overshadowed by the exploration of the considerably large zones and of course the dialogue.. I
love this.. If you have never played Darkstone before, you're probably not going to like it. It's a PS1 era game, and it lacks a lot
of what people expect from video games nowadays, like an interesting plot, passable graphics, or a decent combat system.

If, however, you played this game for endless hours back in high school (like yours truly), it's exactly the game you know and
love. You're probably going to have to screw with the compatability and launch settings to get it running correctly, but once you
do it's like you're 15 on summer break again. I missed this game, triangular graphics and all.. Bone crunchingly hard...even with
a game controller. The game mechanics and physics just seem completely abnormal and take all enjoyment out of the game
letting frustration take over.. another good bunch of cars.to me,a couple of exceptions where expectation was maybe too much.
250 gto is awesome.sounds amazing.
330 p4 see above
312 incredible sound and handling.drives like i imagine a 60s race car should.
f2004...all good although i am not really into modern formula cars
sf70h...see above except with poor sound(as in real life)
812 superfast.was looking forward to this...but not enjoying this one yet...the handling seems...off.like it has an open rear diff or
something.maybe ill grow to like it.
288 gto. this was the car i was hoping would be awesome..childhood favourite poster car. it seems a bit poor in the braking and
handling.lots of understeer and snap oversteer...maybe that is what they were like...but ..not good for me.i was expecting more
fun.
decent pack but not the best of the dlc.
these need to start coming with a track like they used to...maybe some other improvements to the game before accusations of
cash milking start to fly.
still worth the money in my opinion.
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